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A world list of books in the English language.
With over 40% new and revised material throughout the book, this updated version provides thorough coverage of implementation,
migration and management issues for Exchange 2000 and 2003, all backed up by best practices developed by HP, Microsoft’s
only world-wide Prime Integrator for Exchange. The best and most comprehensive coverage of Exchange from the Chief
Technology Officer of HP Services, Microsoft’s only worldwide Prime Integrator for Windows and Exchange. - With over 40% new
and revised material throughout the book, this updated version provides thorough coverage of implementation, migration and
management issues for Exchange 2000 and 2003, all backed up by best practices developed by HP, Microsoft's only world-wide
Prime Integrator for Exchange. - New coverage of Exchange Intelligent Message Filter - Revised and updated coverage of best
practices for the design, deployment, and operation of Exchange 2003 - Comprehensive treatment of major issues facing email
deployments, including anti-virus and anti-spam techniques - Review of Microsoft's future strategy for Exchange since dropping
the Kodiak approach
??????:??C++;C++?????;??????;??;?????;????;??????
Providing thorough coverage of implementation, migration and management issues for Exchange 2000 and 2003, this book also
describes the best practices of one of the largest Exchange consulting groups outside Microsoft. This revised edition features key
updates based on two years of consulting practices from Exchange 2000 service packs and the new Exchange 2003 (code name
Titanium) release. It also offers expanded coverage of performance and updated coverage of clustering issues. It has been
cleared of out-of-date material and the coverage of basic introductory material has been streamlined. *Expanded coverage of
SharePoint Portal server MS Office XP and .Net (Dot Net) issues *Revised and updated coverage of clustering issues
*Streamlined coverage of basic introductory material
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Microsoft SharePoint Technologies: Planning, Design and Implementation provides an in-depth examination of the tasks involved
in planning, designing and deploying SharePoint in your enterprise. The book examines SharePoint from the user's perspective,
the administrator's perspective, and the application developer's perspective and looks at how you can maximize your investment
by integrating SharePoint features with Office 2003 and other enterprise applications in your environment. The authors are
experienced consultants that have helped many large corporations deploy Microsoft technologies within their enterprise. This book
is filled with practical experience and knowledge gained from working with customers in the field. * Complete guide to getting the
most out of your SharePoint deployments * Critical techniques for system architects to design and deploy SharePoint
Technologies * Features most important issues for day to day efficient management and usage * How to customize and extend
your SharePoint environment for your own needs
????????Servlet?JSP,???????????(????????????),????JSP?????,JSP??????,??????????,????????,?????????????????
-- A one-minute-manager approach to issues-- Explanation of how following each principle can save money or time-- Step-by-step
instructions on how to accomplish objectives This book shows people how to overcome the social crisis that has resulted from the widespread use of information technology by responsibly managing security threats, protecting individual privacy, reducing hazardous waste, and
minimizing other negative effects on IT staff and computer users, as well as ordinary citizens around the world.
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Microsoft Outlook is the most widely used e-mail program and offers the most programmability. Sue Mosher introduces key concepts for
programming Outlook using Visual Basic for Applications, custom Outlook forms, and external scripts, without the need for additional
development tools. For those who manage Outlook installations, it demonstrates how to use new features in the Outlook 2007 programming
model such as building scripts that can create rules and views and manage categories. Power users will discover how to enhance Outlook
with custom features, such as the ability to process incoming mail and extract key information. Aimed at the non-professional programmer, it
also provides a quick guide to Outlook programming basics for pro developers who want to dive into Outlook integration. Dozens of new
programming objects detailed including views, rules, categories, searches No previous coding experience or additional development tools
required Examples outline issues using real-world functionality
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Offers real-life incidents relating to security topics including Denial of Service, malicious code, and wireless technologies, providing
details of the incident, how the problem was discovered, and how it was solved.
????1983?8??2008?11??????????????????????????????????????27?,??2?,?????????????.
Every business professional faces challenges in managing their time to be as efficient and productive as possible. Information
management has become an important everyday task in helping manage these challenges successfully, and Microsoft Outlook is
the gold standard to help users stay organized. Outlook not only helps manage contacts, appointments, and tasks, it also serves
as the e-mail and fax client. Outlook 2007 has been redesigned and improved with a new user interface, electronic business cards,
RSS support, smart scheduling, anti-phishing capabilities, junk e-mail filter, and more. Case study sections called "Improving Your
Outlook" illustrate how to apply the information learned in real-world situations. Troubleshooting sections in each chapter illustrate
common problems that occur when using Outlook, followed by a detailed solution. With this book, you learn the latest features and
improvements in Outlook by focusing on user productivity through real-world techniques in real-world environments.
Job seekers can use this guide to complete a self-directed job search online in just one weekend, learning such skills as posting
resumes, researching, developing a marketing strategy, and following up with prospective employers. The CD includes
assessment tools to match job seekers to jobs, templates, record-keeping applications, and interview tips.
????????????????????????????????????????????,????????????????????????????????????????
Acts as a reference source for readers ranging from novice users to power users, providing information about concepts including
how Outlook works, common tasks, time-saving tips, keyboard shortcuts, and file locations.
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is the programming language built into Microsoft Office applications (such as Microsoft Excel,
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Access, and Microsoft Outlook) to automate various tasks in their own environment and to work with
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other applications. This book focuses on VBA in Microsoft Excel for Windows. The discussions in the book are applicable to Excel
2007, Excel 2010, Excel 2013, and Excel 2016, unless otherwise stated. It starts with Chapter 1, which is to get you familiarize
with some essential tools that help you to write your VBA programs. Chapter 2 covers the places where you should store your VBA
code. Chapter 3 is the fundamentals of programming in VBA. It provides you a quick reference in writing syntax error-free VBA
code, in debugging, and in handling errors. Chapter 4 offers some other tips on VBA programming. This book is for readers who
are new to Excel VBA, but should have a basic understanding of programming language, such as C or Python. The reader should
be an average Excel user who knows, for example, what an array formula is. If you are new to Excel, please teach yourself Excel
before exploring the chapters. You may refer to another book written by me entitled Learn Microsoft(R) Excel(R) 2010-2016 for
Windows(R) in 24 Hours - A jumpstart to be an intermediate user, which was written for those who are new to Excel. This book
does not serve as a comprehensive reference for intermediate users. Nevertheless, it is a jumpstart for beginners to learn Excel
VBA. It is also served as a foundation for my future books and other references that are beyond the reach of beginners. I hope this
book will shorten your time to teach yourself Excel VBA and serve as a quick reference in writing error-free and working VBA
programs in realizing your goal. Let Excel VBA work for you. A supplementary Excel file to share The author would like to share a
supplementary Excel file. It contains almost all the code listings and code statements stated in this book. Sub procedures are
ready to be executed either by clicking buttons on worksheets or by accessing the Marco dialog box. Functions are ready to be
tested in worksheet formulas. The file definitely facilitates you to master the content of the book. Please download the file from
https: //drive.google.com/file/d/0ByKhn-UYAjlQTm1kdVJFWTh0cTQ/view or https: //www.amazon.com/LiawHockSang/e/B01LX701LY.
JUMPSTART YOUR CAREER The Nuts and Bolts for Entering the Workforce for the first time. The book is not only designed to
provide help for the "Nephrite" job seeker looking for emoployment, but provides trainng and information to help you keep your job,
and get along with others, as well as advance once the job seeker get hired and more. The book is to be used as a tool in the
same way one would have used my first book: 7,001 RESUMES - The Job Search Workbook. As in my first book JUMPSTART
YOUR CAREER starts out with the basic orientation information and then moves to areas such as what is the right job for the
applicant. As the book moves along the books will explore Developing Interviewing Skills, Personality and Job Success, What to
look for as a First Time Job Seeker and more. Traditionally job search books are going to cover how to develop cover letters or
letters of application and the various types of resumes and you are going to find this information provided there, But, the books
goes on from there, it will provide the job seeker with job sources, an index of Associations, State Employment Agencys, Federal
Job Information Centers, Head Hunters, and more This new book also points out many of the responsibilities that come once ann
individual enters the world of work; Legal Problems at Work, Employer-Employer Relations, Why an Individual should have a
Savings Plan, What is a Budget, Handling a Checking account, Planning for Retirement, and much, much more.
Build Your Network Security Career on a Solid Foundation Whether you're setting out to earn a security certification or just want to
know more about the security issues faced by all network administrators, Network Security JumpStart is the place to begin. Inside,
a networking expert demystifies every aspect of the growing security imperative, giving you a firm footing from which you can
realize your goals and develop a better understanding of computer and network security. Coverage Includes: Understanding
security principles Understanding hacking Using encryption and authentication Managing security Securing Internet connections
Using Virtual Private Networks Securing remote and home users Implementing virus protection Creating fault tolerance Securing
Windows servers Securing UNIX servers Securing public web servers Securing public e-mail servers Detecting intrusion
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is the programming language built into Microsoft Office applications (such as Microsoft Excel,
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Access, and Microsoft Outlook) to automate various tasks in their own environment and to work with
other applications. This book focuses on VBA in Microsoft Excel for Windows. The discussions in the book are applicable to Excel
2007, Excel 2010, Excel 2013, and Excel 2016, unless otherwise stated. It starts with Chapter 1, which is to get you familiarize
with some essential tools that help you to write your VBA programs. Chapter 2 covers the places where you should store your VBA
code. Chapter 3 is the fundamentals of programming in VBA. It provides you a quick reference in writing syntax error-free VBA
code, in debugging, and in handling errors. Chapter 4 offers some other tips on VBA programming. This book is for readers who
are new to Excel VBA, but should have a basic understanding of programming language, such as C or Python. The reader should
be an average Excel user who knows, for example, what an array formula is. If you are new to Excel, please teach yourself Excel
before exploring the chapters. You may refer to another book written by me entitled Learn Microsoft Excel 2010-2016 for
Windows in 24 Hours - A jumpstart to be an intermediate user, which was written for those who are new to Excel. This book does
not serve as a comprehensive reference for intermediate users. Nevertheless, it is a jumpstart for beginners to learn Excel VBA. It
is also served as a foundation for my future books and other references that are beyond the reach of beginners.I hope this book
will shorten your time to teach yourself Excel VBA and serve as a quick reference in writing error-free and working VBA programs
in realizing your goal. Let Excel VBA work for you.A supplementary Excel file to shareThe author would like to share a
supplementary Excel file. It contains almost all the code listings and code statements stated in this book. Sub procedures are
ready to be executed either by clicking buttons on worksheets or by accessing the Marco dialog box. Functions are ready to be
tested in worksheet formulas. The file definitely facilitates you to master the content of the book. Please download the file from
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByKhn-UYAjlQTm1kdVJFWTh0cTQ/view or https://www.amazon.com/LiawHockSang/e/B01LX701LY.
Microsoft Exchange 2003 Server is the server component that provides electronic messaging in major corporate environments. It
has had two updates since its release in 2003, SP1 and SP2. The author covers these along with critical changes in Widows 2003
Server such as the scalability features of the Active Directory and the server and storage technologies. This crucial release
borrows from the legacy Exchange system, but also from a myriad of others. The organization of the book provides necessary
background on the software and hardware required in order to manage an efficient scalable Microsoft Exchange 2003 Server
deployment. Key technology for planning a future strategy is covered in the form of hardware and software that enable mission
critical solutions including Storage Area Networks and Gigabit networks, Microsoft Clustering and multi-core symmetric
multiprocessing. *Reorganized to be a better reference and include details needed for Windows 2003's Server to effectively
implement and manage a scalable Exchange infrastructure *Best practices for deploying Exchange 2003 SP2 in large-scale and
high performance environments are described *Gives final recommendations, from consulting for Fortune 500 Corporations and
from inside knowledge of Exchange 2000, Exchange 2003 SP1 & SP2, and Windows Server 2003 *Reviews key server and
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storage technologies and their appropriateness to scalable and high performance Exchange infrastructures

• •Completely rewritten for Outlook 11 by Outlook MVPs •Both authors are well known in the Outlook community, and
have written several articles for TechRepublic, .NET Magazine and the Expert Column at Microsoft s Office User
Community. •Detailed coverage on new features and completely overhauled features such as security, user interface,
mail, Exchange, VB macros and more.
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